Announcement and call for papers

IAREP 2001: International Association for Research in Economic Psychology
XXVI Annual colloquium

University of Bath, UK, 6–10 September 2001

We very much look forward to seeing you at our next IAREP conference in Bath. We welcome papers in any field of economic psychology (broadly defined to include some areas in behavioural and socio-economics). We would especially welcome contributions on the general theme of Environment and Wellbeing. If you would like to organise a session or if you have questions or suggestions, please contact Alan Lewis on email: a.lewis@bath.ac.uk

Details of how to submit papers, deadlines and the membership of the Scientific Committee (who will review contributions) will follow shortly.

We are currently updating the conference website so please have a look from time to time: http://www.bath.ac.uk/Departments/Psychology/Pg/Socialpsy.htm

The papers and posters will all be presented on the Bath University campus.

Fees and Registration

All accommodation will be provided at the Bath University campus. There will be restrictions on numbers so early registration is recommended. There are two grades of accommodation, both will have en-suite facilities (but the less expensive option comprises ‘compact’ student rooms). The inclusive fee (collected in advance) will include a one year membership of IAREP, six
copies of the *Journal of Economic Psychology*, abstracts of all the papers and posters, four nights accommodation, a drinks reception, some meals, a gala dinner and a guided tour of Bath. You could even go on a ‘boat trip’ though the river and canal are both tiny: I will have to leave you to your own devices on this one: you do get Saturday afternoon off!